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Optimi?.ation and Si"!~_latio:_~i.n_Plannl.J2r; of Systems of Drinking Water Supply: 

-~-."Qutc.h Experlcn~~ 

Summary · 

For the supply of drinking water to the provice of South Holland in the 

Netherlands, heavy use is being made of infiltration of surface water into the 

dunes. This entails that large parts of the dunes have been closed to the 

general public. Horeover eutrophication of the dunes caused by the polluted 

surface water affects the unique dune ecology. Hence there is im.lch protest 

against the use of the dunes and alternative supply systems for drinking water 

have to be considered. 

The choice is difficult because many possible sources and production tech

niques are available, some 'lery promising, but still under development. Also 

there are many criteria available such as costs, quality, reliability, ecolo

gical value, recreation, energy, public health, production of waste materials 

and institutional aspects. One has to reckon also with existing installations, 

long delivery times, uncertaln demand, complicated managerial systems at 

various levels - national, provincial and local governments as well as indi-

vidual companies. Many different kinds of decisions are involved concerning 

demand, maximally allowed extractions of groundwater, size of -basins, pipe

lines, purification plants, c·ontracts between interested parties, etc. Given 

the fundamental nature of the choices to be made and the time constants in

volved in change of drinking water supply systems and demand a time horizon of 

30 years is appropriate. 

About two years ago (spring 1979) the analysis of the various policies was 

entrusted to a combined team of the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (DHL) and the 

National Institute for Water Supply (RID). Two approaches were adopted, simu

lation and optimization. Simulation was new to· the clients. In the mean time 

we are approaching the end of a, as it looks now, succesful policy analysis. 

In the simulation model the dc•velopment of the drinking water· supply systc>m of 

South Holland is simulated for the next thlrty years given a policy strategy, 

a C(:'rtain demand of dJ·inklnp, anti t;ubpotablc. \Yrttr>.r anti some scenario ar;sump

tion~; lJke dl:-a-•)111\l: rat1:, w:ttL~r. q11all Ly Btandarch;, lnc.rc~ase of energy pr.l.ees. 

An alternative po Lley sl.rategy gcnerat.er:; an alternative development over time 
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of the supply system. 

['his develop~ent includes changin~ capacities and productions of resenroirs, 

pipelin~s, treatment plants, etc. The consequences of these developments are 

computed in terms of the effects on the objectives. 

In fig. 3 an overview is given of the last version of the model. Hesldes the 

production and the capacity module also the quall.ty module is of central 

importance, This module describes the change of water quality in different 

purification steps and the adjustment of the purification system when final 

quality does not meet the standards. Such an adjustment means investment 

(cost) and leads.to higher energy consumption etc. 

ln the beginning of the study it has been stated that in principle there are 

so many strategies that it would be impossible to find all attractive solu

tions using only a simulation model. In order to guide the search for good 

alternatives and to get an impression of \vhat an optimal solution fo,r each 

objective or combination of objectives looked like an optimization model has 

been constructed. 

The optimization model is a linear single time step multi objective model. It 

was expected that most of the objectives would have more or less linear rela

tionships with the decision variables of the model. These variables concern 

production of potable and subpotable water projects and transport of water by 

pipelines. The following objectives are considered: costs, water quality, 

reliability, public health, damage to nature and energy consumption. 

Both models are used in an interactive way. On the one ha~d results of simula

tion runs concerning waterquality, energy, costs and public health are used to 

estimate coefficients of objective functions for the optimization model. On 

the other hand the simulation model is used to detail and to develop dynamic 

patterns of "optimal" solutions. 

Some of the experiences with the use of both models until now are: 

- The fear of not being able to fJnd all attractive solutions wlth only a 

simulation model proved to be r<1ther pessimi.stic. After a first analynis it 

turned out that only ahout 20 csrwntially different policy strategles could 

he identified. TI1e optimlz:tt:J.m1 mo,lcl addc'd some solutions hut mostly they 
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wen~ inattrnctive for all the ohjectlves not in the objective function. 

- The optimization model is not suited to find. all non-inferior solutions 

because of the large variety of combinations of objectives. 

Comparing results of simulated "optimal" solutions with the original solu

tlons from the LP model, it proved that costs and reliability calculations 

in the latter were rather inaccurate caused by assumptions about linearity 

and time independance. 

The alignment with actual policy is much better in the simulation model than 

in the optimization model. 

The optimization model is useful for quick insight and broad screening of 

altern<itivcs. 

The simulation model first has been written in DYNAMO (III). DYNAMO was 

abandoned because of teehnicl difficulties. Experiences with a second so

phisticated language (ACSL) were disappointing because most team members 

were not sufficiently familiar with ACSL so that comminication was hampered. 

Finally structured programming in FORTRAN was used to the content of all. 

Presentation of results from simulation proves to be difficult. Representa

tives of interests prefer optimization results to simulation. They only 

worry about a limited number of objectives. 

Systems analysis as a whole has guided the study. It has indicated which 

substudies are needed and with what .level of detail and accuracy. In a 

complicated study like this, this is an important role for systems analysis. 

The models and the input needed are a focussing point and form the real 

integrating part of the study. 



l Introduction 

In this paper we report on our experlences ·with a case study where simul

taneously both system dynamics and optimization wer.e applied. In the intro

duction the problem definition is described. 

!In the second chapter we give some more background information. The third 

chapter deals \vith the pros and cons of the followed approaches, as well as 

the expectations held by the two research teams. In the fourth chapter we 

present a short description of the constructed models. The fifth chapter is 

about the practice of the project. We end with some conclusions. 

Problem definition 

For the supply of drinking water to the province of South Holland in the 

Netherlands, heavy use is b(~ing made of infiltration of surface \vater into the 

,dunes. This entails that large parts of the dunes are closed to the general 

public. Moreover eutrophication of the dunes caused by the polluted surface 

water affects the unique dune ecology. 

iHence there is much protest against increasing infiltration. From diUerent 

sides alternative drinking \vater supply systems have been suggested. 

The choice is difficult because many potential sources and production tech

niques are available, some very promising ones still being developed. Also 

there are many criteria such as costs, quality, rellability, damage to nature, 

recreation, energy, publlc health, production of waste materials and institu

tional aspects. In addition one has to reckon \vith existing installations, 

long delivery times, uncertain demand, complicated managerial systems at 

various levels - national, provincial and local governments as well as indi

vidual companies. Hany different kinds of decisions are involved concerning 

maximum allowed extraction of groundwater, size of reservoirs, pipelines, 

purification plants, contracts between interested parties, etc. Moreover given 

the. fundamental nature of the choices to be made and the time constants in

volved in change of drinklng water supply systems and demand a time period of 

30 years into the future has to be ~onsidered. 

About two years ago - spring 19"/9 - an 1 ntc!gral analysis of the vnrious ex

istinr, policy options was setup hy tlH~ National lnr:titut:e for Water. Snpp1y 

(RID). A steering group cnnf:listing of representati.vl~S of sever~1l govr.~nlment;Jl 

a~enc.Le~;, both at tlw n~1Li.on<11 and t:l~t~ pl~ovinc.Lll i('V<'l, 1v~1s .ir1f;Lallt~d. It lJ;Jd 
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to approve the various study proposals and monitor the progress of the anal

ysis. The aim of the analysis was to generate an overview of the different 

possible future developments of the water supply system of South Holland ·and 

to compare these in terms of the various objectives. 

When the study started some knowledge about separate relationships between, 

e.g., sources, pipelines, quality and prices existed. However in general this 

knowledge was incomplete. Hence many substudies would have to be commissioned 

concerning detailed topics, such as, effects of different supply systems on 

nature, on recreation and on hydrology. The existing and newly generated 

knowledge would have to be integrated into a to be developed, general frame

work. This framework should fulfill the double role of firstly enabling the 

desired overview and comparison; secondly, while it was being built and test

ed, it would point to sensitive gaps in knowledge. In this second sense this 

framework would serve an important manageri.al role during the analysis. The 

generation of the framework was entrusted to a combined team of the RID and 

the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (DHL). RID had a background in optimization. 

DHL was interested in simulation. Both approaches, optimization and simula

tion, were considered appropriate for the problematique at .hand, and were 

adopted for the analysis. 
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2 Background information 

In this chapter we give some background information about the following com

plicating important factors: 

organizational complexity of the study 

- political complexity 

- many details at a very disaggregated level 

- uncertainty. 

Organizational complexity of the study 

The organizational setup of the study was as follows. The project leaders of 

the RID and the DHL together with the project leaders.of the substudies formed 

a study coordination team. Only the chairman of this study team reported to 

the steering group consisting of representatives of the concerned governmental 

agencies at· the national and provincial level. The principal task of the 

· steering group was to grant permission or not for parts of the system study 

and substudies. Further this group had to decide about proposals for decision 

criteria, drinking water standards, etc. The group was not allowed to take any 

political decision. It had a bridging function between planners and consul-

tants on the one hand and .policy makers on the other hand. These last two 

groups did not communicate directly with each other. 

As already mentioned, the system models functioned also as instruments to 

manage the progress of the whole analysis and to direct the substudies so that 

uncertainties in the final results were minimized given time and money con

straints. This applied especially to the substudies on damage to nature and on 

recreational effects. It took much effort to keep specialists in these fields 

within the bounds of the systems analysis. Despite this not all specialisms 

have been fully integrated at this moment. 

Political complexity 

In South Holland three different policy levels can he recognized: 

1. At the level of national and provincial agel)cies one has authority over the 

maximum quantities of water which are permitted to be extracted from riv

ers, from ground water reservoirs and from the dnnes. At this level also 

one decides about standards for quality, healtl1, reliability, etc. 
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2. Given the constraints set at this first level local drinking water com

panies can decide about mutual deliveries thus shaping the provincial 

networks of pipelines for various categories of water. 

3. Dependent on the decisions taken at the first and second policy levels the 

various drinking water companies make their individual technical plans. 

This analysis was direct~d to policy makers at the first level. 

Some members of the steering group '"ere concerned with such particular drink

ing water variables as costs and quality of drinking water, effects on public 

health, reliability of the supply system and energy consumption. Other members 

from different national agencies .were mostly concerned with the environment 

and conservation of nature. Others, still, dealt with recreation.· Provincial 

representatives were in charge of the total physical planning. Thus the mem

bers of the steering group had many conflicti.ng objectives and interests. 

Many details at a very disaggegrated level 

• Both demand and supply are distributed over the province (see fig. 1). \1e 

. consi.dered 11 points of demand for drinking water, first 25, later on 34 

drinking \omter plants, 9 plants for subpotable water including reservoirs, 

and separate networks of pipeHnes for drinking water and for subpotablc 

water • 

• Water quality from sources to the points of demand has been defined in .terms 

of mean and standard deviation of concentrations of 12 quality parameters. 

For purposes of public health 11 more parameters have been'considered • 

• Uore then 10 different purification steps have been distinguished. These 

could be combined in numerous ways into a purification plant. Depending on 

the composition of the purification plant quality and cost of drinki.ng water 

and damage to nature, etc. have been calculated • 

• Decision criteria snch as costs, quality, reliability, public health and 

institutional aspect had to be known for a period of 30 years not only at 

the provincial but: also at a local level. 
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Fig. 1. Drinking water transport system. 
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Uncertainty 

There was considerable uncertainty concerning the following important develop-

ments: 

- future demand of drinking water and its distribution over the province 

- energy prices 

- new purification possibilities and their effects in terms of quality and 

cost of drinking water etc. 

- quality of the various sources. 

Additional uncertainty was caused by input data and such economic variables as 

discount rate, etc. 
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3 Hodelling approaches 

The amount of detail and the number of different decision criteria and alter

natives mad~ a modelling approach obvious. Because of the dynamic character of 

the problem with many non-linear relations, ronny. object:tves and many decision 

makers at different levels simulation was attractive. Hence initially the 

combined RID-DWL team focussed on simulation. 

A simulation model is an analytical model, i.e., exogenously defined policies 

are inputs and objectives such as costs and quality of drinking water are 

outputs. 

The RID feared that there were in principle so many potential alternative 

policies that it would not be possible to survey the outcome of all of them 

and to be sure that all attractive alternatives could be found. 

Therefore to guide the search for attractive alternatives and to get an im

pression of what optimal solutions for the various objectives or combination 

of objectives look like an optimization model has been constructed. This 

optimization model is a policy model, i.e., given objectives it selects an 

optimal policy out of all possible policies. 

However there were various difficulties with the optimization approach as 

well. 

There were so many objectives and these objectives could be combined in so 

many alternative· ways that also the optimization approach could never cover 

all the attractive solutions. 

The many objectives required multi-objective programming. However the dis

tance between plann~rs and .policy makers was too large to make estimates of 

reasonable weights for objectives feasillle. Hence normal multi-objective 

programming was impossible. Horeover the proeess of assignment of \,reights to 

objectives would not correspond to the actual real desi'cions to be made. 

In stead of one decision maker as is normal in optimization there were many 

decision makers at different levels. 

The dynamics of the problem would have to . be handled by means of dynam:i.e 

programming. 

There were essential non linearitles in the system. 

In order to deal with all these complications a V(~ry sophlsticated optlmiza

tinn.appro<lch HOtll<i h:JVC' hr~en nC>c.e~:;sary. Thi~> 1vould lt:IVC' l~:d to a vt.~J-y c.ompl.·l:

c.;ll.~ecl model \J.i.th probahly not: vt•ry itccui':Jt<.~ r<~f;ult:!;. Notwl.th,;t;•ndiJlg l:ltcsc 
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difficulties it hns been decided that a relatively simple linear optimization 

model would be built for a broad screening of alternatives. 

' 
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4· Structure of the mod~ls 

Simulation model 

Before the study started DHL constructed a s.lmple simulation model with 2 

points of demand, 3 plants, production and costs in balance sheets. The pur- . 

pose was to acquaint water resources planners with simulation and to get a 

first insight in the problem. 

In the first year of the study (1979) the comhined DHL-RID team built a second 

model· consisting of 4 modules: demand, production and capacity, quality and 

costs [see fig. 2]. 

DEMAND 
MODULE 

PRODUCTION 
AND 

CAPACITY 
MODULE 

~-~-~-~-~-~~-~--~r--------------------------------------~ 
Figure 2 Basic structure of second simulation model 

COST 
MODULE 

The central piece of the slmulation model Has the so called production an0 

capocity module. An important element of thiE; module was the acljustme11L mc~cha-

nlsm of capac:l.ty to demand (see fl.gure 3). 
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demand ------1~~ predicted 

.demand~ 

')t 
predicted necessary 

capacity 

of/ adjustment ....Sf----
capacity 

------1~~ capacity 

Figure 3 Capacity adjustment. (The arrows indicate causal,influences) 

The demand was assumed to be lr:tdependent of ,costs. It always had to be met. 

Hence demand could develop according to its own rules. 

Along with the demand module a forecasting mechanism was included. This intro

duced deviations of forecasted demand from realized demand. As a consequence 

sometimes capacity and demand did not fit precisely. 

Using this construction it was possible to simulate the historical develop

ments of capacity and demand very accurately. This enabled us to study appro

priate planning mechanisms, which were deemed important given the historical 

uncert~inty of demand. 

An other important part of the production and capacity module, missing in 

figure 3, is the allocation of demand i:o supply points. It occurs six times: 

for actual demand and. both for short and long term forecasted demand for both 

subpotable water and drinking water. (A distinction between short and long 

term forecasts had to be introduced because of the different planning horizons 

for purification plants and pipelines.) 

The allocation mechanism operates on the basis of preferences of demand points 

for suppliet·s and the oth(•r way around. A preeise sequence of prefered de

Liveries from supply points to points of demand is setup. According to this 

sequence demand is allocated to the corresponding supply points as far as is 

still needed and ponslhle. This allocation mechanism and the preferences on 

whleh i.t is hnsed turne<i out to be clearly understandable and can easily be 

intoq>reted :l.n rcallty. Important is also that the preferences underlying the 

allo<':ation an~ nllmtly ciot(~nntnecl by the dr:inkJng water companies who largely 

agn·c. on t:helr valttP~~. ln tlw model a policy is determined hy setting prefer 
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ences for the deliveries and maximtnn capad.ti.es for the supply points. The 

latter quantities are in the hands of our clients. 

Corresponding tho these policies the simulation model generates solntions i.e. 

time dependent v.ratet· supply systems. There effects in terms of the decision 

criteria such as costs and quality wer.e all dc!ri.ved starting from the produc

tion and capacity module. 

In the first year of the study about 100 plants and pipelines were considered. 

Numerous array manipulations had to be executed. First we tried to use Dynamo

III with some FORTRAN-subroutines. Unfortunately Dynamo-III did not perform to 

its specifications and we lost 4 month and a] so much of our impetus. Finally 

we decided to use an other sophisticated lanGuage, ACSL (Advanced Continues 

Simulation Language).However, in the beginning of the second year of the study 

the experiences with this language were disappointing too because most team 

members were unfamiliar with it and the communication stagnated. F\n~thennore 

the differences ·between forecasted demand and realized demand caused endless 

confusion to those team members who were more familiar with the optimization 

approach. Therefore we built a third simulation model using structured pro

gramming in FORTRlu'l" in which demand and forecasted demand were taken from the 

same demand scenario which was supposed to be perfectly known. Five new mod·

ules for effect calculations of production and capacity developments were 

added.· An even higher number of plants and pipelines have been considered. In 

figure 4 an overview of the last version of the model is presented without 

further comment*. 

The optimization model is a linear single time step multi objective model. The 

objectives are assumed to be linearly dependent on the decision variables of 

the model. These variables an~ productions and transports of drinking water 

and subpotable water. 

The following objectives \-lere considered: costs, water quality, reliability, 

public health, damage to nature and energy consumption. 

--k-c------,--
Bresser, A.ll.H. and Pluym, H.K. "~1ulti-ohjectlve planning of the water 
supply for thL~ province or ~iOitl:h llolland"' L<.~ id~;chcndilm, IU.D, l qg l. 
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DEMAND 

! 
MODULE OF RELIABILITY 
INSTITUTIONAL .... 

MODULE 
AFFAIRS PRODUCTION 

AND 
CAPACITY 

MOD!JL.E 

PRODUCTION OF 
COST WASTE MATERIAL .. 

MODULE MODULE 

, f 
PUBLIC HEALTH QUALITY .. ENERGY 
MODULE MODULE MODULE 

. I I 

Figure 4 Overview of third simulation model 

Optimization model 

To give some more insight into accuracy and levels of detail we next compare 

the cost approaches in both models. 

Costs in simulation 

Fixed costs sometimes are as much as 80% of the total cos.ts so it is important 

to calculate them accurately. In the simulation model fixed costs are depen

dent on the capacity expansion of e;tch ele!ment (economics of scale). For the 

calculations of present valnes of solut:l.ons also the year of investment has to 

be known. So the total development of investments over time is computed. 

Calculation of flxed costs per m3 of water is done with the so called anuity 

* method (average unit costs, Hall e.a., 1970). Energy costs are dependent on 

the product Jon and the ava t lable pipes. Other variable costs only depend on 

~--------
' l1;1ll, H.J\. and Dracup, J.A. 11 \\later Rl'sources SyBtems Engi.net~ring" Chnpter 6, 

\Vnlt>.r Resources Iuventment: Timing, Nevl York, Hc:Graw-Hlll, 1910. 
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production. Fixed costs per m'3, energy c.osts and oth('r variable costs are 

summed up to total costs per m3 (time dcpendc;nt). 

In order to calculate the total present value all costs are discounted tto the 

same year (1980). 

Costs in optimization 

Each element of the system has coefficient::; for fixed, energy and variable 

costs. These coefficients are independent on the necessary capacity expansion. 

In other words economics of seale do not play any role in this approach. Also 

the time pattern of the investments is not computed so that it is impossible 

to calculate a meaningful present value. 
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5 Modelling practice 

In this ~hnrter we shall discuss how the models have been used during the 

study. Both were applied separately from each other and in interaction. Two 

different interaction patterns were possible. 

- The simulation model generates input for the optimization model (simulation 

+optimization). 

- By means of simulation solutions of the optimization model are detailed 

(optlmization +simulation). 

Simulation + Optimization (figure 5) 

The detailed output of the simulation model could be used to calculate coeffi

cients for the objective functions used in the optimization model such as: 

drinking water quality indexes 

public health indexes 

costs per m3 water 
3 energy consumption per m 

INITIA LINPUTS 

MAX. 

PRIO 

CAPACITIES 

RITIES 

SIMULATION 
MODEL 

TIME DEPEN-
DEND PRODUC-

v TION CAPA-
CITY 

~ TIME DEPEN-
DEND EFFECTS 
DETAILED AND 
AGGREGATED 

··-

Figure 5 Relations simulation + optimization 

INPUTS 
OPT. MODEL OPTIMIZATION 
COEFFICIENTS 

_ ... 
'MODEL 

CONTRAINTS 

This approach \vas not without difficulties. Given inprecise data, the simula

tion \vonld yield n range of outputs which in turn would be used as lnput for 

an also sensitive optimization model. 

In additlon, :lt t11nwd out that costs were rather sensitive to the chosen 

policy ( sl.mulaUon). As input f01- the opti.mizatlon model we took mean cost 
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values from a great number of simulation runs. 

Optimization + Simulation (fig. 6) 

A solution of tjle optimization model could be translated lnto maximum capaci

t:ies and a priority sequence so that simulation runs could he made correspond

ing. with the optimization run. In this way the capacity expansion and a de

tailed description of effects and their developments over time could be gene

rated. 

Next results computed with the simulation model could be compared with those 

of the optimization model • 

. , 

I NIT IALINPUTSI!o 

co 
co 

NSTRAINTS 
EFFICIENTS 

ECTIVE OBJ 
FU NCTIONS 

SINGLE TIME 

v OPTIMAL 
PRODUCTION 
ALLOCATION 

OPTIMIZATION 
MODEL 

~ SINGLE TIME 
EFFECTS 
HIGH AGGRE-
GAT ION 

Figure 6 Relations optimization + simulation 

MAXIMUM 
CAPACITIES SIMULATION 
PRIORITY MODEL 
SEQUENCES 

In our modelling practice we used this second kind of interaction only a few 

times because of lack of time. A comparison of the optimal solution with the 

simulated optimal solutions showed that costs calculations of the optimization 

model were rather inaccurate because of the assumptions about lineilrity and 

time independency (see table 1). 

Further comparisonn of resultH on costs oF hol.h mode.ls f>hmJC'cl thnt u!ilng the 

simulation model lH!tter Hol11t:Lons coulcl be Cou11d Lkm the eost optimal snlll"

tion detected by the optim:i.z:!LI.on approach. /\n JJ,lpot·tant. n~mark is that the 
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best cost criterium from the cost benefits point of view is in our case the 

discounted cost made during· the pla~ning period. A static model like our 

optimization model can never produce such a time dependent cost criterium. 

This iFJ a second reason to be vc.::;r careful with cost te&uL.s Jf L':c ·.pt:imi

zation·modcl. 

Rellability calculatlons of the optimization model were less accurate than 

simul<'~tion calculations. So for this objective no conclusion could be drawn 

from optimi?.ation. 

cost optimal reliability quality 
solution optimal optimal 

Dimension solution solution 
opt. sim. opt. sim. opt. sim. 

cost price [DFL/m3] 1.33 1. 06 1.85 1.36 1. 81 1.58 
[year 2010] 

reliabiLlty 
[not dell.vered [ o I oo 1 0.94 1.82 0.47 1.92 1.09 1.89 
quantity, year 
2010] 

Table 1 Optimal solutions from optimization model (opt.) and simulated 

versions'of these optimal solutions 

Both models were used very intensively· to guide the various sub-studies. One 

of the first results of the simulation model was that given the priority 

sequence of drinking water companies and cities some parts of the province 

South Holland and some projects would never interact with the future water 

supply in the rest of the province. An analysis with the optimization model 

using different combinations of objectives affirmed this first result. So a 

lot of field work for recreation and damage to nature could be reduced. Fur

ther we used both models to define upperbounds for the capacities of projects. 

This again meant an important reduction of fieldwork. 

Finally \Vt~ found attractive solutlonn using only the simulation model. He 

alrc;Hly mentioned that the only pol:l.cy instruments available to our clf.ents 

are maximum c.apncJt:le~~. l'r:Lor'lti.es of drjnking water compnnies are glven to 

them. So, ln prineiplc, only one prii>ri.ty sequence had to be taken into ac-
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count in our search for attractive solutions. Only slide varlations in this 

sequence caused by rather indifferent priot·ities had to be investi8ated. 

Varying the maximtun capacity of projects systematically and using the prior

ities of drinking water companies it turned out that only 20 essentially 

different solutions could be found. An important drawback of this approach is 

that all kinds of undesired present practices of dclnldng water companies are 

extrapolated into the future. Disregarding some of these doubtful priorities 

another 5 solutions could be distinguished. Especially the simulation model 

helped to find out that many alternative policies of our policy makers re

sulted in the same solution. 
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6 Conclusions 

Design of th0 study 

• Early in the study much time has been spent on the definition of the policy 

problems, the screening of existing knowledge, and the identification of 

gaps in this knowledge leading to substudies. Much attention has been paid 

to the setup of the system study and the substudies so as to minimize the 

uncertainties in the final results given time and money constraints. This 

time proved to be ~ell. spent • 

• During the study the system analysis has guided the research process·. It has 

·been used to define the substudies as to the required level of detail, 

allowable level of uncertainty and the kind of results needed. It has indi

cated what kind of new substudies should be executed and when substudies 

should be stopped. In a complicated study like this systems analysis has to 

pl~y such a central role • 

• One of the hardest problems has been the need to keep specialists in the 

fields of recreation and nature within the bounds of the systems analysis. 

This has taken much effort. Despite this not all specialisms have been fully 

integrated yet. 

Simulation and optimization models 

Instead of starting an analysis, like the one desc.r.ibed here, by means of a 

complicated and detailed simulation model in order to. screen alternatives and 

then determine precise optimal solutions using an optimi~ation model we recom-

. mand in similar studies the opposite approach: first use an optimization model 

for a rough but systematic screening of inattractive options (supply points, 

puriflcation methods, pipelines, etc.) and for a first delineation of suh

studi.cs. After this rough screening a simulation model must he used to gener

ate attractive solutions in great detail and accuracy, and with an explicit 

n-~pre~;entat.ton of: devr'lopmt:'nts over time and for further guidance of sub-

studles. 

In Stlc.h an apprt>ach :l t i.s enst~ntlal that the optlm:l:>:ati.on model is simple so 

tlwt lt takes llltle time to collect data nncl to builcl the model. 
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The point is that in the politi.cal process it is necesary to apply formal 

methods to exclude relatively large nwnbers of someti.mes obviously, lnnttrac

tive options. Inclusions of such options in the study requires much extra 

effort especially in data collecting. 

In our case we built both models at the same time. The screening task of the· 

optimization model in the first phase of the study could not be executed 

because the model was not ready. Some substudies had been carried out before 

the analysis with the models showed that these substudies were not necessary. 

Another consequence was that the optimization model seemed to be superfluous 

because the screening had been done informally using only the simulation 

model • 

• The interactive use of both models was interesting because: 

- the interaction lead to objective functions (quality, public health) or to 

more accurate objective functions (costs, energy) for the optimization 

model. 

- development over time of optimal solutions could be simulated very easily. 

Sometimes if necessary, optimal solutions had to be adapted to effects of 

developments over time • 

• A serious problem was the inaccuracy of the static and linear optimization 

model. Comparin~ optimization res·ults with simulation results concerning 

reliability for example it turned out that optimization calculations were 

too inaccurate for further conclusions • 

• For the· detailed calculations with the simulation model numerous data are 

needed. It is impor·tant to get these data in a early stage of the model 

building process in order to add realism to the solutions and butld up 

confidence • 

• The simulation model used structured programming tn FORTRAN. All team mem

bers were familiar with FORTRAN so that communtcation about model details 

was very easy. No g.reat structural alterations were needed after the initial 

stages of model building so that the i.nflexihi.lity of FOJ~TRAN \vas not too 

bothersome. Expt~d.ences with the simul.1tLon langll;q~es DYNM10 Ill and ACSL i.n 

earlier stages of the study Heee dlsnppolnt.ing. 
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Results and presentations 

• There nre so many alternatives and criteria that it is very difficult to 

draw formally hard conclusions without using multi criteria analysis • 

• The individual members of the steering group for the study prefered the 

presentation of the optimization results over that of the simulation re

sults. The reason being that the individual members of the group were inter

ested in only one or a few objectives and the optimization results were 

presented in two dimensional trade-offs. It is likely, however, that the 

presented optimization results have sometimes been misinterpreted by members 

of the committee • 

• Presentation of results in objective space is not sufficient. Also concrete 

elements of the solutions, such as projects, have to be specified in the 

presentation of the results because not all criteria used in the final 

political decision process are explicitly stat~d in the study • 

• The big advantages of the simulation model were its level of detail, flexi

bility, adaption to the political reality, and insight in the effects over 

time. The simulation results, however, were much harder to. interpret. Since 

all objectives were still present and also time was important. 




